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On my way to #theRSA for the second time in two days, yesterday #RSAKahane today AGM
03-Oct-12 15:44 | martingilbraith

delayd gratificat'n worked - offer of coffee this am transformd into wine for later, power of transformative scenario
planning? #RSAKahane
03-Oct-12 15:20 | rosebugler

... and here's where to get the book http://t.co/Gs20NRRs #RSAKahane
03-Oct-12 14:38 | rosebugler

transformative scenario planning interesting thinking via #RSAKahane
03-Oct-12 14:35 | rosebugler

@ShannonrVaughan Sorry you missed #RSAKahane @HannaGy video will be up soon: http://t.co/puCrptnn
@RSAEvents will tweet when it's up #theRSA
03-Oct-12 14:32 | MatthewMezey

RT @MatthewMezey: RT @MatthewMezey: Adam Kahane: with social media is there now a way to engage
much much larger groups in this co-creation? #RSAKahane ...
03-Oct-12 14:30 | rosebugler

Damn you Email Quarantine, only received notification of a waitlisted ticket for #RSAKahane this morning.
Sounds like it went well.
03-Oct-12 11:37 | ShannonrVaughan

RT @RSAEvents: RT @RSAEvents: We hope you enjoyed Adam Kahane's talk. Further reading here:
http://t.co/5JeWCkWF #RSAKahane
03-Oct-12 11:31 | ShannonrVaughan

RT @RSAEvents: RT @RSAEvents: We hope you enjoyed Adam Kahane's talk. Further reading here:
http://t.co/5JeWCkWF #RSAKahane
03-Oct-12 06:10 | RJDaddow

RT @jamesebyc: RT @jamesebyc: Moving frm advisor to actor can be deeply uncomfortable.#rsakahane Why
we keep innovating,not acting on existing ideas w ...
02-Oct-12 21:47 | alexjamesfarrow

To make change we don't all need to have the same perspective, but we do need to agree that the system is
problematic #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 20:43 | emma_dulcie

How can scenarios change the future? They are social myths that give us the courage to tell new stories & enact
new futures. #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 20:41 | mia_noy

@msplitt So do I. #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 19:40 | teresajpotocka

RT @martingilbraith: RT @martingilbraith: #RSAKahane how can we get unstuck and move forward as we seek
social change in complex and contentious situations?
02-Oct-12 19:38 | willemijnkempVI

How do hen/pig differ in relation to ham omelette? Hens involved; pigs committed. Not great ad 4 commitment,
but need more of it #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 19:38 | bentoombs

"@RSAEvents: We hope you enjoyed Adam Kahane's talk. Further reading here: http://t.co/2gjD8sAo
#RSAKahane" >did indeed, thanks all
02-Oct-12 18:33 | martingilbraith

@evangineer nice to see you at #RSAKahane, sorry to rush off
02-Oct-12 18:30 | martingilbraith

Great talk about how we can change the future! Lots to think about. What do you want our story to be?
#RSAkahane
02-Oct-12 18:29 | _JoeBradley

@RSAEvents Awesome presentation by Mr Kahane... Watched online. Thank you. #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 18:24 | Thoughtful_

We hope you enjoyed Adam Kahane's talk. Further reading here: http://t.co/5JeWCkWF #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 18:20 | RSAEvents

RT @pubstrat: RT @pubstrat: The precondition for successful use of stories is that a critical mass of people see
a need for change. #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 18:19 | platipuszen

Developing plausible scenarios about future is creative &highly analytical,getting to what is invisible because
ofour assumptions #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 18:18 | rkabutz

We need to suspend our thoughts feelings and wants and create new stories to create change #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 18:13 | EllenMaryO

Can anyone get me a copy of his new book? #RSAkahane
02-Oct-12 18:11 | rbaker222

Many thanks to Adam Kahane, @joseflentsch (chair) our audience, including Tweeters #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 18:11 | MatthewMezey

Understand transformative scenario planning as one of a large number of possible approaches. It adds
technique, doesn't displace #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 18:11 | pubstrat

The presence of a few young people can make a a huge difference, they have an ability to say things as they see
them. #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 18:10 | jamesebyc

RT @IAFacilitators: RT @IAFacilitators: Would love to see Adam Kahane present at an #IAF conference!
#RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 18:09 | martingilbraith

Would love to see Adam Kahane present at an #IAF conference! #RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 18:09 | IAFacilitators

RT @MatthewMezey: RT @MatthewMezey: The presence of a few young people makea a huge difference - their
ability to say things as they see them. #RSAKahane ...
02-Oct-12 18:08 | evangineer

Adam Kahane's Book 'Transformative Scenario Planning: Working Together to Change the Future'
http://t.co/WQm4agxH #RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 18:00 | martingilbraith

I look forward to reading the book and relating to @ica_uk experience of Kumi method http://t.co/MdEibSzf
#RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:58 | martingilbraith

Adam Kahane: with social media is there now a way to engage much much larger groups in this co-creation?
#RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:57 | MatthewMezey

RT @MatthewMezey: RT @MatthewMezey: Gap between need to collaborate and willingness to collaborate
frightens me #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:54 | MaryAJoyce

The most powerful skill is to hold your ideas and opinions in suspension and subject them to the scrutiny of
yourself & others #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:54 | clivehol

RT @MatthewMezey: RT @MatthewMezey: Gap between need to collaborate and willingness to collaborate
frightens me #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:53 | martingilbraith

The key skill is suspension: the ability to suspend your thinking/feeling/wanting in the situation #RSAKahane
#theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:52 | MatthewMezey

Key skill to scenario planning - suspension. Suspend your thought/feeling and analyse it from new angles. Be
dispassionate. #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:52 | futurethoughts

A little active distance is all you need #RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:52 | martingilbraith

Adam Kahane's explanation of 'suspension' sounds like objectivity to me:-/ #RSAkahane
02-Oct-12 17:51 | lynthain

RT @Mind_Poet: RT @Mind_Poet: #RSAkahane key skill in transformative scenario planning is suspension of
ones own feelings so that you & others can ...
02-Oct-12 17:51 | evangineer

The key skill is capacity to suspend one's wanting and feeling about situation in order to question and co-create
#RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:51 | martingilbraith

#RSAkahane key skill in transformative scenario planning is suspension of ones own feelings so that you &
others can examine & consider it
02-Oct-12 17:50 | Mind_Poet

'Key skill for facilitating transformational scenario planning = discipline of suspension.' Adam Kahane #leadership
#RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:50 | christopherbaan

Gap between need to collaborate and willingness to collaborate frightens me #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:50 | MatthewMezey

Harder to make peace than to make war. But we need to collaborate.#RSAKahane: great respect for diplomats.
02-Oct-12 17:49 | lynnUSA

Future generations will curse us for how easily we slip into fragmentation, polarisation #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:49 | MatthewMezey

Harder to make peace than to make war @thersaorg #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:48 | sharliza

#RSAkahane future generations will curse us for how easily we slip into polarisation & demonisation
02-Oct-12 17:48 | Mind_Poet

'Transformational scenario planning is both creative and logical simultaneously'. Adam Kahane #leadership
#paradox #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:48 | christopherbaan

'When facilitating transformational scenario planning, you have to be dispassionate and passionate
simultaneously' A. Kahane #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:47 | christopherbaan

RT @pubstrat: RT @pubstrat: The precondition for successful use of stories is that a critical mass of people see
a need for change. #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:47 | theRSAorg

RT @felixvelarde: RT @felixvelarde: #RSAkahane lovely to have such clarity of thought so evident in a speaker
02-Oct-12 17:46 | martingilbraith

#RSAkahane main point: let's talk in a creative & logical way to see what might happen, joys of transformative
scenario planning
02-Oct-12 17:46 | Mind_Poet

#RSAkahane lovely to have such clarity of thought so evident in a speaker
02-Oct-12 17:46 | felixvelarde

Transformative scenario planning is both creative and logical, involves everyone at their strengths #RSAKahane
#facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:46 | martingilbraith

#RSAkahane transformative scenario planning isn't visioning, rather telling stories to build something together
which doesn't exist
02-Oct-12 17:45 | Mind_Poet

#rsakahane Q: what are Adam's hopes for international conflict resolution through existing diplomatic channels
I.e. UN?
02-Oct-12 17:44 | Jonnyamazing

First tell stories dispassionately on what might happen, only then with passion what should happen #RSAKahane
#facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:44 | martingilbraith

transformative scenario planning - steps in the work required to break our addiction to the stories that aren't
working? #RSAkahane
02-Oct-12 17:42 | lynthain

RT @jamesebyc: RT @jamesebyc: Moving frm advisor to actor can be deeply uncomfortable.#rsakahane Why
we keep innovating,not acting on existing ideas w ...
02-Oct-12 17:40 | evangineer

Moving frm advisor to actor can be deeply uncomfortable.#rsakahane Why we keep innovating,not acting on
existing ideas w scary implications?
02-Oct-12 17:39 | jamesebyc

Transformative scenario planning needs people with power to get involved. Difficult in face of vested interests.
#rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:39 | bentoombs

RT @pubstrat: RT @pubstrat: Sometimes scenarios can become myths. And myths give us courage. #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:39 | Jonnyamazing

RT @martingilbraith: RT @martingilbraith: #RSAKahane Q: how does Adam see the unique role and contribution
of #facilitation & facilitator in changing fut ...
02-Oct-12 17:37 | evangineer

RT @evangineer: RT @evangineer: We are addicted to our stories. We can't wait for someone else to come up
with the new story. #RSAkahane
02-Oct-12 17:37 | martingilbraith

RT @evangineer: RT @evangineer: We are addicted to our stories. We can't wait for someone else to come up
with the new story. #RSAkahane
02-Oct-12 17:37 | ronrosenhead

'Power and Love' was a more philosophical book - this new one is more practical #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:37 | MatthewMezey

#RSAKahane Q: how does Adam see the unique role and contribution of #facilitation & facilitator in changing
futures by changing stories?
02-Oct-12 17:36 | martingilbraith

We are addicted to our stories. We can't wait for someone else to come up with the new story. #RSAkahane
02-Oct-12 17:36 | evangineer

Stories not working occur across every context - future of capitalism to future of pricing. Everything needs to be
challenged #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:36 | futurethoughts

Even if stories are clearly not working, we are still addicted to them. So there's a need to find a source of new
stories. #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:36 | pubstrat

#RSAkahane @RSAevents tells @ RSA (Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and
Commerce) http://t.co/jI48X0Gh
02-Oct-12 17:34 | Mind_Poet

RT @Thoughtful_: RT @Thoughtful_: @RSAEvents... Mr Kahane, that was a deeply impressive and humbling
presentation. Thank you. #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:34 | MatthewMezey

Josef is asking Adam whether a big narrative is coming to the end? #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:34 | MatthewMezey

RT @Mind_Poet: RT @Mind_Poet: #RSAkahane transformative scenario planning brings many issue -need to
pause to advance & take detours to move forwar ...
02-Oct-12 17:30 | evangineer

We're working here not simply to adapt, but to transform an unacceptable situation #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:30 | MatthewMezey

RT @Derekunit: RT @Derekunit: #RSAKahane refers to Betty Sue Flowers and power of myths. Love her work
on change.
02-Oct-12 17:29 | martingilbraith

Telling stories about what might happen can tranafo futures. But it's uncomfortable and needs cooperation with
adversaries. #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:29 | bentoombs

#RSAkahane transformative scenario planning brings many issue -need to pause to advance & take detours to
move forward & work with opponents
02-Oct-12 17:29 | Mind_Poet

RT @Derekunit: RT @Derekunit: #RSAKahane refers to Betty Sue Flowers and power of myths. Love her work
on change.
02-Oct-12 17:29 | MatthewMezey

We're trying to discover the way forward together. Often have to pause, in order to advance - an emergent
process. #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:28 | MatthewMezey

RT @Derekunit: RT @Derekunit: #RSAKahane refers to Betty Sue Flowers and power of myths. Love her work
on change.
02-Oct-12 17:28 | evangineer

Though this methodology is simple, it is not easy #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:28 | MatthewMezey

Tell stories about what might happen to find new routes to the solution. Pause to advance. Truth at the heart of
our business. #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:28 | futurethoughts

RT @martingilbraith: RT @martingilbraith: We transform our context by transforming ourselved #RSAKahane
#facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:28 | evangineer

Transformative scenario planning. Not stories about what will happen, or what should happen, but about what
might happen.#rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:28 | pubstrat

We need new stories....is this how we can get unstuck? How To Change the Future #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:28 | lynthain

RT @martingilbraith: RT @martingilbraith: #RSAKahane how can we get unstuck and move forward as we seek
social change in complex and contentious situations?
02-Oct-12 17:28 | christopherbaan

#RSAkahane transformative scenario planning is a methodology developed by Adam Kahane, telling stories
about what might happen
02-Oct-12 17:27 | Mind_Poet

The power of myth & telling new stories in changing the future: myths give us courage, if it is in the myth we can
make it happen #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:26 | Tony4Place

We can get addicted to old ways of doing things - but telling new stories can generate new realities. Adam
Kahane #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:26 | futurethoughts

#RSAkahane telling new stories can sometimes realise new realities, it's easier to make war than peace
02-Oct-12 17:26 | Mind_Poet

Telling new stories can sometimes generate new realities. #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:26 | pubstrat

We're addicted to our old stories, we need new stories… Telling new stories can sometimes generate new
realities #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:26 | MatthewMezey

Telling new stories can enable new realities #RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:25 | martingilbraith

#RSAkahane myths give us courage,
If its true in a story we can make it happen Adam Kahane on the role of scenarios for change
02-Oct-12 17:25 | Mind_Poet

Myths give us courage - if it is true in the story, we can make it happen… #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:24 | MatthewMezey

Myths give us courage - if its true in the story we can make it happen #RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:24 | martingilbraith

Sometimes scenarios can become myths. And myths give us courage. #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:24 | pubstrat

'These scenarios were not academic, they were prophetic' #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:23 | MatthewMezey

Scenario planning a whole new level, looking for ways to improve societal rifts in Colombia. Puts it all in
perspective! #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:22 | futurethoughts

#RSAkahane experience is those who suffered the most at hands of violent elements in a country are ones most
open to talking to enemies
02-Oct-12 17:22 | Mind_Poet

But when Adam went back he was told by a leading intellectual that Colombia had been living through scenarios!
#RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:22 | MatthewMezey

The historic meeting generated much coverage, but then… seemingly nothing. #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:20 | MatthewMezey

It was agreed that nobody would be killed for anything they said inside the meeting. Outside, normal rules
applied. #groundrules #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:17 | pubstrat

Now watching live online: Adam Kahane on 'How To Change the Future' - transformative scenario planning
http://t.co/tqL2o5jr #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:15 | christopherbaan

Adam shares story of reconciliation meeting in Colombia #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:15 | MatthewMezey

Destino Colombia workshops involved all stakeholders with no preconditions, incl illegal rebels by speakerphone
#RSAKahane #facilitation
02-Oct-12 17:14 | martingilbraith

RT @MatthewMezey: RT @MatthewMezey: Colombia is the only country I know with a discipline called
'Violentology' #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:14 | theRSAorg

#rsakahane 'destino' in Spanish also means fate or destiny.
02-Oct-12 17:13 | Jonnyamazing

#RSAKahane conference in Columbia broadcast to guerrillas in the hills - no pre-conditions except come, talk
and listen.
02-Oct-12 17:13 | Derekunit

Great to have pioneer of the 'Learning Organisation'/Living Organisation Arie de Geus in the audience at the RSA
#RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:11 | MatthewMezey

RT @MatthewMezey: RT @MatthewMezey: Colombia is the only country I know with a discipline called
'Violentology' #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:11 | martingilbraith

RT @martingilbraith: RT @martingilbraith: #RSAKahane how can we get unstuck and move forward as we seek
social change in complex and contentious situations?
02-Oct-12 17:10 | MatthewMezey

Columbia is the only country I know which has an academic discipline called violenceology #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 17:09 | Mind_Poet

Colombia is the only country I know with a discipline called 'Violentology' #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:09 | MatthewMezey

Stuck problems: We cannot solve the problem in the context we find ourselves. We do not have the power to
change the context. #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 17:09 | pubstrat

And the final reason: The people we need to involve don't trust one another. #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:08 | MatthewMezey

@RSAEvents just made it in time to hear Adam Kahane tell us how to change the future #RSAkahane
http://t.co/aMuChTJN
02-Oct-12 17:08 | Mind_Poet

Josef Jentsch is introducing Adam Kahane's lecture - which is live-streamed here: http://t.co/HK0sCRy2
#RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 17:05 | MatthewMezey

RT @lynnUSA: RT @lynnUSA: @MatthewMezey @thersaorg I will be back up reporter! #RSAKahane How to
Change the Future. The Great Room is full!
02-Oct-12 17:02 | scidmail

RT @lynnUSA: RT @lynnUSA: @MatthewMezey @thersaorg I will be back up reporter! #RSAKahane How to
Change the Future. The Great Room is full!
02-Oct-12 17:02 | RSA_US_SDA

First time I've been in #theRsa Great Room since its reopened. What a great space! Full for #rsakahane this
evening.
02-Oct-12 17:02 | bentoombs

The Great Room is even greater after its refurb! Here for #RSAKahane with @joseflentsch and a lot of #FRSAs.
02-Oct-12 17:01 | lynnUSA

About to watch Adam Kahane's presentation on 'How To Change The Future' live online via @RSAEvents.
http://t.co/2uAmxxto
#RSAKahane

02-Oct-12 16:59 | Thoughtful_

RT @ronrosenhead: RT @ronrosenhead: At RSA lecture How to change the future! Should be v interesting
#rsakahane
02-Oct-12 16:59 | chrismoor

@MatthewMezey @thersaorg I will be back up reporter! #RSAKahane How to Change the Future. The Great
Room is full!
02-Oct-12 16:58 | lynnUSA

At RSA lecture How to change the future! Should be v interesting #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 16:58 | ronrosenhead

Sitting with my good friend Arie de Geus at the Adam Kahane lecture at the RSA in London #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 16:58 | GeoffMarlow

At the RSA about to hear Adam Kahane's thoughts on futurology #rsakahane
02-Oct-12 16:56 | futurethoughts

You can tweet me a question to ask on your behalf in the Q+A. Please start your tweet ‘Q’ and use the event's
tag #RSAKahane #theRSA
02-Oct-12 16:56 | MatthewMezey

I am the Twitter reporter from @theRSAorg for Adam Kahane's lecture ‘How to Change the Future' #RSAKahane
#theRSA
02-Oct-12 16:55 | MatthewMezey

Just got to #theRsa and waiting for the #rsakahane event to start. Hope it delivers on its promise to show how to
change the future!
02-Oct-12 16:55 | bentoombs

RT @joseflentsch: If you have a question for Adam Kahane, please send to @MatthewMezey who will be
live-tweeting from 6pm BST. #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 16:55 | RSAEvents

Just got to RSA as Adam Kahane tells us how to change the future #RSAKahane"
02-Oct-12 16:43 | mike__cooke

Listen http://t.co/f5vcimUF and watch live http://t.co/f6WbGx8E at 6pm BST as Adam Kahane tells us how to
change the future #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 16:41 | RSAEvents

Now I'm a Londoner I get to attend fab events like this one now: How To Change the Future http://t.co/V1dTItbD
#RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 16:41 | martingilbraith

RT @RSAEvents: RT @RSAEvents: Follow @MatthewMezey who will be live tweeting from our talk this evening
with Adam Kahane #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 16:27 | lynnUSA

We are delighted to be welcoming Adam Kahane back to #theRSA for our event this evening at 6pm BST
http://t.co/XV3NDYnM #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 16:25 | RSAEvents

Follow @MatthewMezey who will be live tweeting from our talk this evening with Adam Kahane #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 16:15 | RSAEvents

If you have a question for Adam Kahane, please send to @MatthewMezey who will be live-tweeting from 6pm
BST. #RSAKahane @RSAEvents
02-Oct-12 15:42 | joseflentsch

RT @zaidhassan: Adam's RSA Lecture "How to change the future" is sold out! Watch it live http://t.co/tJUMoOVm
#RSAkahane #reospartners
02-Oct-12 14:46 | RSAEvents

Looking forward to hearing Adam Kahane's take on how to change the future later tonight #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 12:22 | EllenMaryO

RT @joseflentsch: Will chair 'Change the Future' with the great Adam Kahane tonight 6pm BST - watch live
http://t.co/nm6b4TZd #RSAKahane...
02-Oct-12 11:31 | RSAEvents

Taking place tonight RT @CatTullyFOH: "How To Change the Future" Adam Kahane speaking at the RSA 2nd
October http://t.co/3MMC6NY0 #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 09:11 | SOIFutures

A must-go-to event: "How To Change the Future" - Adam Kahane speaking at the RSA 2nd October
http://t.co/xbiXHiNk #RSAKahane
02-Oct-12 08:31 | CatTullyFOH

Will chair 'Change the Future' with the great Adam Kahane tonight 6pm BST - watch live http://t.co/RJoGle7s
#RSAKahane @RSAEvents
02-Oct-12 08:29 | joseflentsch

This looks great! RT @cattullyfoh: "How To Change the Future" - Adam Kahane speaking at the RSA 2nd
October http://t.co/3MMC6NY0 #RSAKahane
01-Oct-12 16:50 | SOIFutures

RT @zaidhassan: RT @zaidhassan: Adam's RSA Lecture "How to change the future" is sold out! Watch it live
http://t.co/PZ4KOWbx #RSAkahane #reospartners
28-Sep-12 19:07 | Leo__E

